WORKSHOP TRAINERS

ANNE SCHREITER is Executive Director of the German Scholars Organization, a non-profit that offers career coachings and programs for researchers and scientists. Anne studied Communication in Social and Business Contexts in Berlin and holds a PhD in Organizational Sociology from the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland. She spent a year as postdoctoral researcher at the University of California at Berkeley. Since 2014 she has facilitated numerous career workshops for doctoral students and postdocs of all disciplines.

You can connect with her on LinkedIn and Twitter.

MARIEKE ÜZÜM is Senior Program Manager and responsible for Career Consulting at the German Scholars Organization. Marieke studied Chemistry in Berlin and holds a PhD in Physical Chemistry from the Technical University of Berlin. She worked as scientific coordinator in a transregional research centre. Since 2016 she has been supporting and advising scientists in their careers and offering individual career advice.

You can connect with her on LinkedIn.